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We report results of a study on steric effects appearing in the scattering of an oriented CH3Cl molecular
beam from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface at 300 K. Data presented here show that the
scattered CH3Cl beam intensity measured at a fixed scattering angle clearly depends on the initial molecular
orientation toward the HOPG surface. The scattered CH3Cl beam intensity for the CH3-end collision is larger
than that for the Cl-end collision, suggesting that strong anisotropy of the interaction potential induces the
molecular-orientation-dependent energy dissipation during transient trapping into the physisorption well.

1. Introduction

It is expected that the molecular orientation of an incoming
molecule on a surface may be quite important in dynamical
processes in chemical reactions.1-41 In particular, the steric effect
on the interaction of polyatomic molecules from surfaces is one
of the central topics in the fields of organic chemistry, catalytic
chemistry, biochemistry, and so on. Although there are a lot of
studies on the steric effects of diatomic molecules on
surfaces,2-16,26-31,35-37,41 the works on polyatomic molecules are
rare.1,17-25,31-33,38-40 The steric effects of a polyatomic system
was first reported by Novakoshi and McClelland in the CF3H
scattering from Ag(111) surface.1 They determined the molec-
ular orientation of the outgoing molecule after collisions.
Bernstein and coworkers reported a series of systematic
investigations of steric effects in the scattering of polyatomic
halides from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG).17-25

Both systems of Ag(111) and HOPG provide weakly bound
physisorption.

Very recently, we reported the steric effects in the dissociative
adsorption of polyatomic CH3Cl on Si(100) and proposed that
the transient trapping into the weakly bound precursor state
contributes to the observed molecular orientation effects.38-40

Therefore, to clarify the importance of the dynamical process
in such transient trapping into a precursor state, the weakly
bound CH3Cl/HOPG is one of the best candidates.

In the present article, we report the steric effects in the
scattering of CH3Cl from a HOPG surface at 300 K. We
measured the molecular orientation effects under better experi-
mental conditions using shorter pulse of beam and effective
differential pumping of the detector, as compared with those in
the previous work reported by Bernstein and coworkers.18,20

These improvements in the experimental conditions enable us
to separate the scattered beam profile into two components

explicitly (vide infra). In all possible scattering geometry in our
apparatus, the scattered CH3Cl beam intensity in the CH3-end
approach is found to be higher than that in the Cl-end approach.
This result suggests that the trapping probability for the Cl-end
approach is higher than that for the CH3-end approach.

2. Experimental Section

A schematic view of the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)-compatible
oriented molecular beam apparatus adapted for gas-surface
scattering experiments is shown in Figure 1.42 The details of
the apparatus are already described elsewhere.42 In brief, the
apparatus consists of an oriented molecular beamline connected
to a scattering chamber with typical base pressure of 1 × 10-10

Torr. The 10 Hz and 200 µs fwhm (full width at a half-
maximum) pulsed CH3Cl molecular beam is generated by the
expansion of CH3Cl (5%) seeded in He with a pulsed valve.
The rotational-state-selected CH3Cl beam was focused on the
surface, employing a 1 m long hexapole state selector. The
orientation of CH3Cl can be controlled by changing the polarity
of the rod voltage installed in front of the surface.

The incident beam profile was determined from the time-of-
flight (TOF) measurements using a differentially pumped
quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS). In the surface scattering
experiments requiring the high beam intensity, we use the pulse
nozzle to generate the pulsed beam (without a beam chopper
wheel producing shorter well-defined pulses) and thus determine
the beam profile from the pulse-nozzle-generated beam itself.
In typical, the estimated stream velocity of incident CH3Cl was
1100 m s-1 (320 meV) and the velocity width was 95 m s-1. In
the measurement of the intense incident beam profile, the present
differentially pumping system was not so effective that the beam
profile determination is accompanied with some ambiguity
because of the beam-induced background pressure rise in the
detection chamber. However, the obtained beam profile is
sufficient enough for the present scattering experiments.43

Figure 2 shows the focusing curve of CH3Cl (5%) seeded in
He, obtained by measuring the TOF profile of the CH3Cl beam
as a function of the hexapole voltage ((V0). For these
measurements, we move the differentially pumped QMS (Figure
1) on the line in sight of the molecular beam. At V0 ) 0, the
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CH3Cl beam with only diverging trajectories was perfectly
shadowed by the beam stop (7 mm in diameter) and cannot
enter the surface-scattering chamber. As a result of simulation,
at V0 ) (10 kV, where the surface scattering experiments were
performed, |JKM〉 ) |111〉 is dominant (more than 80%) and
the expected first Legendre moment 〈cos γ〉 of the molecular
orientation distribution was 0.50.

The CH3Cl molecules scattered from the HOPG surface were
measured at a fixed angle of θi + θs ) 90° between the incident
beam and the detector, as shown in Figure 1. Here θi(θs) is the
angle enclosed by the surface normal and incoming (scattered)
beam and was varied by rotating the sample. The acceptance
angle of the detector was 2.9°. The orientation of the CH3Cl
molecule was controlled with the voltage applied to an orienta-
tion electrode at 20 mm in front of the HOPG surface. In the
steric effect measurements, the polarity of the voltage applied
to the orientation electrode was switched every 100 s (every
1000 pulsed beams) between +700 and -700 V. The obtained
orientation-field strength of 350 V cm-1 is enough to obtain
almost perfect orientation for CH3Cl.44

The HOPG (NT-MDT, size: 12 × 12 × 1.5 mm) was cleaved
by the cellophane tape in the air and mounted on the sample
holder made of molybdenum. The HOPG sample was heated
at ∼700 K during a 24 h bakeout of the UHV chamber and
finally heated to 700 K for 30 min under the UHV condition.
We performed the He atom scattering to check the surface
cleanliness and flatness. Figure 3 shows the angular distribution
of scattered He from the HOPG surface at 300 K after the
sample preparation. The scattering intensity in the specular
scattering angle, θs ) 45°, reached the maximum, suggesting
that the alignment of the scattering geometry is exact enough.
Furthermore, the angular fwhm width of scattered He intensity

was about 7.5° and was narrower than that of the previous
work,20 as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, the clean and flat-terrace
HOPG surface was obtained after our preparation, and the
performance of this apparatus was enough for the present purpose
of the scattering experiments. During the surface-scattering experi-
ment requiring a long data acquisition time of ∼24 h, the surface
was clean enough that no CH3Cl molecules were adsorbed on the
HOPG surface at 300 K, and no changes were detected in the He
scattering profile during the measurements.

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 4 shows the typical TOF spectrum of CH3Cl scattered
at θs ) 56° from the HOPG surface at 300 K in the focused
but randomly oriented CH3Cl beam incidence at 320 meV and
θi ) 34°. We analyze the TOF spectrum on the basis of the
two-component model45,46 where the scattering processes can
be separated into a direct-inelastic scattering without surface
residence and a trapping desorption with surface residence as
F(t) ) Fdirect(t) + Ftrap(t), where F(t), Fdirect(t), and Ftrap(t) are
the scattered beam density profile, the direct-inelastic, and the
trapping desorption components of the profile, respectively.
Ftrap(t) corresponds to the Maxwellian velocity distribution with
a finite residence time (e300 µs47) at the surface temperature
(Ts) of 300 K.

According to Sasaki and Yoshida,45,46 Ftrap(t) becomes the
convolution of the surface residence (time constant τ), the
velocity distribution of incident CH3Cl (f dM

i (t)), and that of
desorbed CH3Cl (f trap

s (t)). Therefore, Ftrap(t) can be can be
expressed as

Figure 1. Schematic top view of oriented molecular beamline and surface reaction analysis chamber: PV, pulsed valve; SK, skimmer; C, beam
collimator; HP1, HP2, hexapole device; BS, beam stop; GE, guiding electrode; OE, orientation electrode; QMS, quadrupole mass spectrometer.

Figure 2. Focusing curves for 320 meV CH3Cl (5%) seeded in He.
The hexapole voltage where the surface-scattering experiments were
performed is indicated by the arrow.

Figure 3. Angular distribution of the scattered He atoms in the pure
He incidence on the HOPG surface at 300 K. The total scattering angle
of (θi + θs) was 90°. The data measured at θi + θs ) 60° by Bernstein
and coworkers20 are also indicated by the blue dotted line.
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Here f dM
i (t) ) at-5 exp[-((L/t - Vs)/σ)2], where L is the length

of the flight path for the incident beam, Vs is a stream velocity,
σ is a velocity spread, and A and a are constant factors. Because
thermal equilibrium must be realized during a long surface
residence, f trap

s (t) is considered to be Maxwellian for surface
temperature (Ts). Here f trap

s (t) can be expressed as

where Ls is the distance from the sample to the QMS, k is
Boltzmann constant, m is molecular mass, and a′ is a constant.

The component without a surface residence, Fdirect(t), also
becomes the convolution45,46

where f direct
s (t) represents the scattered CH3Cl velocity distribu-

tions in the direct-inelastic component. We assume that the
scattered CH3Cl has a translationally drifting Maxwellian
velocity distribution because it is possible that thermal equi-
librium is not realized during scattering in this component.
Therefore, f direct

s is given by

where s is a stream velocity, R is a velocity spread, and b is a
constant factor.

The measured TOF spectrum can be reproduced satisfactorily
with this model. The expected TOF spectrum assumed for the
elastically scattered CH3Cl is also added for comparison in
Figure 4. It clearly demonstrates that the CH3Cl molecule suffers
a significant energy loss, even in the direct-inelastic scattering
process. According to the fitting parameters reproducing the
TOF spectrum, the kinetic energy of the CH3Cl molecule in
the direct-inelastic scattering is 18 meV. Therefore, 94% in the
initial translational energy of 320 meV is dissipated.

Figure 5a shows the scattering angle (θs) dependence of the
TOF spectra for CH3Cl scattered from the HOPG surface at
300 K in the 320 meV randomly oriented CH3Cl incidence. In
our measurements, θi + θs was fixed at 90°. It is found that the
two-component model of Fdirect(t) and Ftrap(t) can reproduce well
the TOF spectra for all scattering angles with the same fitting
parameters, except for the intensities and the small changes in
the final kinetic energy for the direct-inelastic scattering. The
TOF spectra at θs e 45° mainly consist of the trapping
desorption component. However, the TOF spectra at θs ≈ 56°
mainly consist of the direct-inelastic scattering component.
Figure 5b summarizes the θs dependence of the integrated
intensity of the two components of Fdirect(t) and Ftrap(t). The
distribution of the direct-inelastic component (filled squares) is
sharp and, therefore, directional, which is consistent with the
scattering process. However, the trapping desorption component
displays the broad θs distribution. We approximate it with the
cosine distribution, as indicated in Figure 5b. We varied θs by

rotating the HOPG sample. Therefore, the cosine distribution
is expected for the trapping desorption unless the surface
trapping probability depends on the surface-normal component
of the kinetic energy. In Figure 5b, the cosine distribution can
almost reproduce the data, except for θs e 40° corresponding
to the glancing incidence with smaller surface-normal energy.

The average kinetic energy of the direct-inelastic scattering
is ∼18 meV, which does not depend strongly on the scattering
angle, θs. Therefore, the average 94% of the initial translational
energy (320 meV) is dissipated during the scattering process.
Such a large energy loss cannot be explained with the simple
hard cube (HC) model, where the surface-parallel component
of the momentum is conserved during the scattering process
on the surface. Moreover, the ratio of the energy loss relative
to the incident energy is much larger than that in other systems
such as Xe from HOPG48,49 and Ne and CH4 from graphitic
monolayer on Pt.50 Bernstein and coworkers employed the
modified HC model, including the parallel-momentum loss due
to the rotational excitation, to the t-butyl chloride scattering from
HOPG.23 However, it required the unphysical parameters to
reproduce their data. The main difference between the particles
(Ne, Xe, and CH4) and CH3Cl is a large permanent dipole
moment of CH3Cl (6.24 × 10-30 C m51) and thus its polariz-
ability. The permanent dipole in front of the HOPG surface
induces its mirror image charges in the classical electromagnetic
sense.24 As a result, the interaction becomes further attractive
and thus induces further energy dissipation into the surface
phonons, electron-hole pairs, and rotational excitations of
CH3Cl. The parallel-momentum conservation will not hold in
such a case. Therefore, it is rather surprising that the molecule
suffering such large energy losses (in scrambling) still shows
the direct-scattering character in the angular distribution.
Clarifying the energy-loss processes during such a scattering
will be one of our continued studies.

Figure 6 shows the molecular-orientation dependence of the
TOF spectra for the oriented 320 meV CH3Cl incidence at θi

) 34° (the detection at θs ) 56°) on the HOPG surface at 300
K. Clearly, the scattering intensity for the CH3-end collision is
higher than that for the Cl-end collision. This result is con-
sistent with the experimental results obtained by Bernstein and
coworkers,18,20 although we improve the experimental con-
ditions much better than theirs, that is, shorter pulsed molecular
beam, effective differential pumping of the detector, and the

Ftrap(t) ) A∫0

t
dt2 f trap

s (t - t2)(t - t2) ×

∫0

t2 dt1 exp(- t2 - t1

τ )f dM
i (t1) (1)

f trap
s (t) ) a′t-5 exp[-(Ls/t

� )2], (� ) √2kTs/m) (2)

Fdirect(t) ) B∫0

t
dt1 f direct

s (t - t1)(t - t1)f dM
i (t1) (3)

f direct
s (t) ) bt-5 exp[-(Ls/t - s

R )2] (4)

Figure 4. TOF spectrum (red circles) for CH3Cl scattered θs ) 56°
from HOPG at 300 K in the 320 meV randomly oriented CH3Cl
incidence at θi ) 34°. The fitted line (black solid line) is based on the
two-component model of the direct-inelastic scattering (blue solid line)
and the trapping desorption (green solid line). The dotted line
corresponds to the expected TOF spectrum assumed for the elastically
scattered CH3Cl.
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hexapole state-selection with a beam stop. Figure 6 (top panel)
also demonstrates that the molecular-orientation effect appears
in the direct-inelastic scattering. The difference spectrum

between the CH3-end and the Cl-end collisions agrees well in
the peak profile with the direct-inelastic component taken from
Figure 4.

Figure 7 shows the θs dependence of the steric effect for the
320 meV oriented CH3Cl incidence on the HOPG surface at
300 K. Here we define the steric asymmetry at each scattering
angle, θs, as R ) (I(CH3) - I(Cl))/(2I(random)), where I(CH3)
and I(Cl) are the scattered CH3Cl intensity at θs for the CH3-
end and the Cl-end collisions, respectively. As we discussed
above, the steric effect appears on the direct-inelastic scattering,
and thus we use the direct-inelastic component for I(random)
of the scattered CH3Cl intensity for the random-orientation
beam. Figure 7 also shows the θs distribution of the direct-
inelastic component with a dashed line taken from Figure 5b.
The sign of R is always positive for θs, where the direct-inelastic

Figure 5. (a) θs dependence of the TOF spectra for CH3Cl scattered from HOPG at 300 K in the 320 meV randomly oriented CH3Cl incidence.
The fitted line (black solid line) is based on the two-component model of the direct-inelastic scattering (blue solid line) and the trapping desorption
(green solid line). (b) θs dependence of the integrated intensity of the TOF spectra in part a; total intensity (red circles) and the components of the
direct-inelastic scattering (blue squares) and the trapping desorption (green triangles). Dashed line indicates the cosine distribution fitting the trapping
desorption.

Figure 6. (Bottom panel) Molecular-orientation dependence of the TOF
spectra at θs ) 56° for the CH3-end (red line) and the Cl-end (blue
line) approaches in the 320 meV CH3Cl incidence at θi ) 34°. (Top
panel) The difference (red line) of the TOF spectra in the bottom panel.
The dashed blue line corresponds to the direct-inelastic scattering in
Figure 4.

Figure 7. θs dependence of the steric asymmetry (see text) for CH3Cl
scattered from HOPG at 300 K in the 320 meV oriented CH3Cl
incidence. The blue dashed line corresponds to the θs dependence of
the direct-inelastic scattering in Figure 5b.
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component is dominant. This result suggests that the surface-
trapping probability is higher for the Cl-end collision than for
the CH3-end collision. The present outcome obtained under
better-defined experimental conditions agrees well with the
previous work reported by Bernstein and coworkers20 and thus
confirms the idea that in the dissociative adsorption of CH3Cl
on Si(100), the transient trapping into the shallow precursor well
plays an important role on the observed steric effects.38-40 The
negative steric effect should be observed in the trapping
desorption because the total flux must be conserved in the
nonreactive scattering. However, as seen in Figure 5, the angular
distribution is much broader for the trapping desorption so that
the molecular-orientation effect in the trapping desorption
becomes small enough to be undetectable in the angle-resolved
measurements.

With increasing scattering angles at θsg 54°, the steric effect,
R, increases, suggesting that the increase in the surface-normal
component of the incident energy removes the smearing of the
steric effect induced by the steering effect,40 where a CH3Cl
molecule is reoriented in the favorite direction. Here we assume
that the angle-resolved measurement represents all scattering
angles at a fixed angle of incidence. Another possibility may
be the θs dependence of the energy-loss processes, which may
reveal the θs dependence of the final kinetic energy of CH3Cl.
However, this can be ruled out because in all scattering
geometry, the scattered molecules in the direct-inelastic com-
ponent suffer more than 94% energy loss of the initial
translational energy of 320 meV.

As we discussed above shortly, the interactions between a
permanent dipole and its image dipole contribute to the
scattering CH3Cl on the HOPG surface in addition to the van
der Waals dispersion interaction. It is expected that the dipole
versus image-dipole attractive interaction depends strongly on
the molecular orientation of an incoming molecule.24 The Cl-
end approach induces more attractive interaction than the CH3-
end approach because of the highest charge density of Cl.
Therefore, the Cl-end collision suffers larger energy dissipation
than the CH3-end collision because of the acceleration near the
surface. As a result, the surface trapping probability will be
higher for the Cl-end collision. In a series of works by Bernstein
and coworkers, the trapping probability is always higher for
the side of the highest charge density.17-24 The interaction
between a permanent dipole and its image dipole may be
described with a simple point-charge model. In the CF3H
scattering from the HOPG surface, such a simple approximation
succeeded in explaining the observed steric effects.24 The point-
charge model is effective at a long distance from the surface,52

whereas at the close distance around the minimum of the
attractive potential well, the charge redistribution of CH3Cl will
occur and require quantum mechanical calculations. The
theoretical calculations are expected for further detailed inter-
pretation of the present experiments.

4. Summary

We report results of a study on steric effects appearing in
the scattering of a CH3Cl from HOPG surface at 300 K. The
scattered CH3Cl intensity in the CH3-end collision is larger than
that in the Cl-end collision. This steric effect appears in the
direct-inelastic scattering without residence time where a CH3Cl
molecule suffers a significant energy loss. Therefore, the surface-
trapping probability for the Cl-end approach is larger than that
for the CH3-end approach. These results suggest that the strong
anisotropy in the interaction potential, probably due to anisot-
ropy in the permanent-dipole versus its image-dipole interaction

in a classical electromagnetic sense, induces the molecular-
orientation dependence of the energy dissipation during transient
trapping into the physisorption well.
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